
AUTOMATIC ENTRANCE SPECIALISTS

r--E Serie GT
Manuale di I'installazione
e manutenzione per au-
tomazioni per porte scor-
revoli

Installation and mainte-
nance manual for sliding
doors automatic system.

Manuel d'installation et
d'entretien pour
automatismes pour portes
coullissamtes

Montage und Wartungs-
handbuch fur
Schiebeturen
Automatisierung

Manual de instalacion y
manutencion para
automatizaciones para
puertas correderas.
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1. GT AUTOMATION TECHNICAL DATA

GTV1 GTV2 GTE1 GTE2 GTSl1 GTSl2 GTSP1 GTSP2

Power supply [V] 230 V- 230 V- 230 V- 230 V- 230 V- 230 V- 230 V- 230 V-

Power supply fuse F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A F1.6A

Motor power supply [V] 24 V••• 24 V ••• 24 V ••• 24V~ 24 V ••• 24 V ••• 24 V ••• 24 V •••

Max. speed [m/s] 0.7 1.4 0.7 1.4 0.7 1.4 0.7 1.4

Degree of protection IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP 20 IP20

Capacity
Normal service [kg] 150 200 200 240 300 300 350 450
Heavy duty service[kg] 120 160 150 180 200 200 250 350

2. INSTAllATION
AI. WARNING: carefully read this manual and store it for future reference. Carefully read the general warnings
Lll in relation to product safety.
The homologation TOV envisages that:
- the automatic system be installed higher than 2.5 m above the ground;
- the dip-switches and trimmers be covered after startup.

2.1. Fixing height for housing
Fig. 1 shows the fastening height of the housing (He) in accordance with the height of the wing (framework
mounted wing Hm or crystal-only mounted wing Hvm).
Fasten housing as indicated below by means of steel blocks M6 0 12 or screws 6MA (fig. 2). The point of fixing
shall be set on the housing every 800 mm. Verify if housing rear side is perpendicular to the floor and not
lengthwise deformed by the shape of wall. Should the wall not be straight and smooth, iron plates shall be
arranged on it prior to housing fastening.

2.2. Framed door wing preparation (fig. 3).
The door must be robustly constructed and its glasses must be glued at least at the corners. The upper transom
must be reinforced on the inside with an iron profile A on which the suspension profile P833 must be screwed on
several points. For door wings with a negative height/width ratio. the iron reinforcement must on part of the
vertical door post.

2.3. All crystal door wing preparation (fig. 4).
The AC1356 crystal fitting section may be used with crystal-only wings of max. 12 mm thickness.
IT IS NOT USABLE ON ANY KIND OF NORMAL OR STRATIFIED GLASS. The blocking operation is to be
carried out through holes 010, present on aluminium profile. and holes 015. present on the glass. Number of
holes and relative distance between centres depend on door wing width. We recommend to apply a light layer of
silicone between the glass corner and the end of the profile.
For assembly: B = screw M6 TPS, C = threaded panel. D = square washer. E= thick. F = bush

2.4. Installation and adjustment of the GTV / GTE door wing (Fig.5)
Pass the iron square l in the groove of the suspension profile and fix the door wing to the wheel unit by means
of screws H. The outside wheel of the wheel unit shall not be projected from the door wing. Screws H are to be
used for transverse door adjustment. screws G for vertical door adjustment. Nuts Yare to be used for adjustment
fastening. WARNING: UNSCREW Y BEFORE ADJUSTING WITH G. - Between the crystal door wings there
shall be a 10 mm clearance. -

2.5. Installation and adjustment of the GTS.l / GTS.P door wing (Fig.6)
Pass the iron square in the groove of the suspension profile and adjust, by means of the unloosened screws Y,
the horizontal and vertical position of the door wing with screws Hand G. Fasten screwY to block the adjustment
carried out.

2.6. GTV / GTS.l / GTS.P guides at floor
For guides at fioor use only antifriction materials such as PVC, NYLON, TEFLON. Never use rotating elements.
The length of guide MUST not be larger than the superposition space between door and door jamb while the
door is closed. The sliding passage of the floor guide shall be smooth through the whole length of the door. The
floor guides supplied by us are not included in the approved accessories supplied with the GTV
automation.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL DIAGRAM

COM 29 0
POWER ----- [Q 28 0nnrln BBBBB0 •••• 27 0ALARM

OFF RP RF VA VC TC 9 0
8 0
4 0

Jp 38 0
'-~-------- ••--------~------ 3A 0

'* 2 0
1 0
1 0Q.E.93F 1 0 + 24VSAFETY CARD max.O.5A0 0
0 0

DIP-SWITCH:
DIP1 = Locking with closed door

CONTACT FUNCTION OFF = power off
ON= power on

1 ~o-- 2 Automatic closing DIP2 = Motion direction
(N.O.) OFF = 1 right door I 2 doors

ON = 1 left door
1 ~o-- 3A Open side A DIP3 = Antipanic mode

(N.O.) OFF = only opening
ON = continuous operation

1 ~o-- 38 Open side B DIP4 = Last operation with empty
(N.O.) battery

OFF = close
27~o-- 3A Partial opening side A ON = open

(N.O.) TRIMMER:

27~o-- Partial opening side B
RP = Partial opening adjustment

38 RF = Power adjustment
(N.O.) VA = Openig speed adjustment

VC = Closing speed adjustment
1 ~o-- 4 Close TC = Automatic closure time

(N.O.)
POWER. ALARM

1 ~ 8 Safety while closing If lights up: power on
(N.C.) If blinks: automation malfunction not

by the external accessories
1 c 0 9 STOP

(N.C.) COM: connection for COM96 selector

1 ~o-- 28 Locking exclusion JP: photocell card disconnecting
(N.O.) jumper

1 ~o-- 29 Reset
(N.O.)

Fig. 15



Guide for framed door supplied by us (Fig. 7): reduce M as much as necessary.
Guide for crystal door supplied by us (Fig. 8): wings N shall not press on crystal.

2.7. GTE tie rod positions (Fig.9)
GTE 2+2 DOOR WING ON LEFT SIDE. GTE 1+1 OPENING DOOR ON LEFT SIDE: Fig.9a.
GTE 2+2 DOOR WINGS ON RIGHT SIDE. GTE 1+1 OPENING DOOR ON RIGHT SIDE: Fig.9b.
Once the assembly and the adjustment of the door wings on the wheel units have been carried out, BRING
DOOR WINGS IN CLOSING POSITION.
Loosening Q and pulling P, the door wing J moves towards P.
Loosening P and pulling Q, the door wing J moves towards Q.
During these operations the extemal door wing K must be in closing position. By screwing both Q and p. cable
tension increases. For 2+2 automation door wings follow the same instructions, first on one side and then on the
other, always with DOOR WINGS IN CLOSING POSITION.

2.8. Door wing-carriage position (Fig.10 alb/c)
The closing quotes shall be respected for all the operators making the locking device stucking possible.

3. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

The components inside the automatic system are connected as shown in fig. 11. Refer to the diagrams oftig. 15
conceming the control and safety connections:

3.1. Controls

CONTACT

1 3A

1-----3B

1 4

1~8

1~9

1 28

1-----29

SAFETY
CARD

FUNCTION

Automatic closing

Total opening side A
Total opening side B

Partial opening side A
Partial opening side B

Closing

Safety

STOP

Locking exclusion

Reset

Safety

NOTE

The selectors R6/RK6 and COM96 automatically select the automatic
closing.

It is used when the automatic closing is not set.

If the contact is turned on during the closing run. it causes the re-
opening. It is not set when the door is closed. The contact can be
excluded only for verification and checking of the automation by
using a 1 to 8 bridge.

When the contact 1 -9 is open, every normal and emergency
function is excluded.

The closed contact puts off duty the door wing locker; with R6/RK6
exclusion takes place automatically in position -:-. with COM96 in

T • d VPOSIIon -••- an -.1'

By pressing it, it cancels all acquired data. After 3 seconds, the
automation can proceed with a new acquisition.

In order to insert the safety card (CELAS photocell card type), remove
jumper JP. The function is the same as control 1-8. Contact 1-8 and
safety card contact are in line.

3.2. Dip-switches

1

FUNCTION

Locking function ON

NOTE

Control turns off the power supply of the locker during the opening/
closing operation. (Locker normally powered).
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2

3

4

Selection of the
running direction

Anti-panic/conti nuity
with battery

Automation with
battery to the limit
of efficiency

OFF

ON
OFF

ON

OFF

ON
OFF

Control turns on powers the locker during the opening/closing operation.
(Locker is not normally powered).
Select left opening for one-wing doors.
Select right opening for one-wing doors and working for two-wing doors.

With main supply absence there is a continuous service with a buffer
battery.
With mains supply absence, with buffer battery, the door opens and
remains opened. Immediately also the battery releases from the panel.
With the battery the door carries out the last opening operation.
With the battery the door carries out the last closing operation.
N.B: Use only with DIP3 selected on ON

3.3. Trimmer adjustment

FUNCTION NOTE

RP

RF

VA
VC
TC

Partial opening

Power adjustment

Opening speed
Closing speed
Automatic closing

This trimmer adjusts the passage spaciousness when the control is given
between 27-3A (3B). With the trimmer set to the minimum, the opening is equal
to 5% of the normal passage, with the trimmer set to the maximum the opening
is equal to 90% of the normal passage.
Adjustment of the motoring force. It adjusts in an inversely proportional way the
impact senSitivity against obstacles; more force corresponds to less sensitivity
and vice versa, a force adjustment inadequate to motion is considered an
obstacle.
This trimmer adjusts the opening speed.
This trimmer adjusts the closing speed.
It adjusts the time that intervenes between the ceased opening control and the
beginning of the automatic closing. The pause is adjustable from 0 to 30 seconds.

3.4. Automatic functions

230 V-/BATIERY
BATTERY

OBSTACLE

RESET

POWER ALARM

COM

4. STARTING

The passage from one to the other is automatic and immediate.
The electrical board of the automation keeps the battery in charge. The working
of the batteries starts AFTER that the 230 V power supply has stopped. It
stops when the voltage at the ends of the battery reaches 22 V after 30 s. The
batteries connected are dry type, with no servicing, 12 V 2 Ah each.
If the automation finds an obstacle during the closing run, it identifies and reopens
il. If it finds an obstacle during the opening run, it detects it and stops. The
working considers the obstacle the new stopping poinl. The research of the
effective opening or closing is automatic when the obstacle is removed.
The consequence of the power supply interruption, of the 1-29 reset control, is
a new acquisition from the automation. WARNING: during the acquisition phase
the safety controls, contact 1-8, are not active. The automation during the
acquisition works with a low speed therefore it is not dangerous. WARNING:
the reset does not affect the operating mode of the board, set via selector
COM96.
On with enabled automation. It flashes with fault in the board, the engine or the
encoder.
It allows the direct connecting with the COM96 electronic selector.

WARNING:
~ - Before carrying out any maintenance operations, always disconnect the power supply using the

external main switch and disconnect the battery from the electrical panel.
The power cable must be of the following type: 3xO,75 mm' HAR - H05W - F.
An onnipolar switch with a contact aperture of a least 3 mm must be installed between the power supply
and the automation.



Before connecting the main supply 230 V-. batteries and accessories
Check the installation has been carried out well and that the screws have been tightened.
Check the cleaning of the guides and wheels.
Verify the correct lining up of the door wings.
Open and close the door wings manually to verify the closing position, the correct clutch of the locking device.
The sliding of the door wings must be clear and without frictions.

- one door wing opens on the left
• 2.door wings
• one door wing opens on the right

DIP2ION
DIP2IOFF

XX
ON
OFF X

4.1. Electrical tests for prestarting with unconnected outside accessories
- position DIP SWITCHES in the following way:

1 2 3 4 N.B.

The right or left opening direction must be seen from the inspection side of the automation.
Jump 1-8, 1-9 on the control terminal board of the electric board and insert jumper JP;
rotate trimmers up to the minimum (counterclockwise direction);
connect on the transformer the earthed line 230 V-;
give a manual control 1-4 and wait for the automation to end the closing run;
give a manual control 1-3 and wait for the automation to end the opening run;
give manual controls 1-3, 1-4 and adjust with VA, VC, RF trimmers the force and the sliding speed,

" DISCONNECT POWER SUPPLY 230 V-
remove the jumpers from 1-8 and 1.9 and jumper Jp on the control terminals.

4.2. Control and safety connection
Once the starting tests have been carried out positively proceed as follows:

connect the compartment safeties: if safeties are connected only on contact 1-8, insert jumper JP; if using
the safety card only (CElAS type) remove jumper JP, insert the safety card and jump contact 1-8;
Connect the R6/RK6 selector or COM96 orthe switch with a 1-2, 1-9 bridge according to the wiring diagram.
Connect opening controls.
SET OUT WITH DIP3/4 THE WORKING WITH THE BATTERY
Connect line 230 V- to the transformer and the batteries to the panel of the automation (Caution to the ends)
Adjust the range of the safety photocells.

The automation will carry out a new acquisition with the first opening control.
Adjust with TC the delay time.
WARNING: The speed to be selected with VAlVC must cause a soft approach to the stoppers.

4.3. Reset of the automation: at least one of the following ways must always be possible.
1. Entering a command using R6/RK6.
2- Entering commands 1 - 29 externally.

'"' 3- Switching the automatic function POWER SUPPLIES off and then on.

5. TYPICAL INSTAllATION

(Fig. 12). The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes according to the function chosen on the
selector; it carries out safety with the photocells CEL.
If selector is on STOP position -- and with efficient batteries, in case of 230 V- main supply interruption, the
automation opens and remains open until the normal automation has been restored. With selector in STOP
position every normal and emergency working is cut off. By setting the selector to STOP, the automatic system
can be opened and closed using the CHI-R302 keyswitch and activating the "man present" system.

DIP 1,3,4 on OFF DIP 2 see note

(Fig. 13). The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes according to the function chosen on the
selector; it carries out safety with the photocells CEL.
The selector is used both to set the door's operating mode and as a push button panel to control the opening of
the door (with or without code).
WARNING: in order to properly use the COM96 selector, observe the following indications:
- With the COM96, terminals 2 and 27 must not be connected because the corresponding functions are set

directly by the selector:
- The radar controls must be connected directly to the terminal board; the uni/bi.directional mode and the totall

partial opening are set by means of the selector;
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- Contact 1-4 may be connected to a push button for a closure control that is separate from the COM96;
- Contact 1-8 is separate from COM96;
- Contact 1-9 is to be considered in line with the STOP set via the selector; therefore if it is not used it must be

jumped;
- Contact 1-29 is separate from COM96 and may be used to RESET the board;
- Contact 1-28 is not used to disconnect the locking, but to cancel the operating mode set by COM96. If

COM96 breaks down, and consequently the operating mode of the door becomes impossible to modify, keep
contact 1-28 closed for at least 10 seconds and the electric board will return to the bi-directional/total mode
with DISABLED automatic closure.

(Fig. 14).The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes automatically with a 1-2 bridge; it
carries out safety with the photocells CEL. With connected and efficient batteries, in case of mains supply
interruption, the automation carries out its normal working. With batteries at the limit of charge, the automation
carries out the last opening motion. The switch between 1-9 carries out the normal working and with battery
ONLY WHEN IT IS CLOSED. The automation stops when the switch between 1-9 opens and no normal or
emergency function is carried out.

DIP 3 and 4 on ON, DIP 1 on OFF DIP 2 see note

6.PERIODIC MAINTENANCE - MUST BE EFFECTED BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.

Every 100,000 movements or every 4/6 months depending on use:

a) clean the wheel runners
b) check the tension of the driving belts
c) check all electric connections
d) check the fixing of the sensors
e) re-align the doors
f) clean the ground runners
g) clean sensors and photocells
h) check the battery charge by carrying out several emergency operations with the power supply switched off
i) check that the blocking device works correctly
j) if necessary regulate speed/power/breaking
k) check that all the safety devices work correctly

DECLARATION BY THE MANUFACTURER
(Directive 8913921EEC, Annex II, sub B)

Manufacturer: DITECS.p.A.
Address: via Mons. Banti, 3 - 21042 Caronna Pertusel1a (VA) -ITALY
Herewith declares that the automation system for sliding doors series GT
is intended to be incorpored into machinery or to be assembled with other machinery to constitute machinery convered by Directive 89/
3921EEC, as amended:
is in conformity with the provisions of the following other EEC directives:
Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 891336/EEC, as amended;
Low Voltage Directive 73123JEEC, as amended:

and furthermore declares that it is not allowed to put the machinery into service until the machinery into which it is to be incorpora.:::d or of
which it is to be a component has been found and dedared to be in conformity with the provisions of Directive 89/392JEEC and with
national implementing legislation.
Caronno Pertusella. 04/07/1997.

Fermo Bressanini
(Chairman)

All right reserved
All data and specifications have been drawn up and checked with the greatest care. The manufacturer cannot
however take any responsibility for eventual errors, ommisions or incomplete data due to technical or illustrative
purposes.



GT SERIES SLIDING AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
User's guide

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The standard system consists of the following components:
- The electromechanical actuator positioned over the door allows the moving of the sliding wings. During

normal operating mode, the safety guard must be closed.
The crossing detectors, an inner one and an outer one, detect the approaching of things and persons and
send the opening signal to the electromechanical actuator.
The closing photocell, installed inside the crossing light, prevents the wings from striking things or persons
during the closing phase.
The functions selector allows the selecting of the type of desired operating mode.

R6/RK6

- - DOOR OPENED-.- UNIDIRECTIONAL
OPENING

-:- BI-DIRECTIONAL
OPENING

-~- PARTIAL
OPENING

- DOOR CLOSED

- STOP

COM96

-- DOOR CLOSED,
TOTAL BI.DIRECTIONAL OPENING-",,-

""
TOTAL UNIDIRECTIONAL OPENING

( STOP

- - DOOR OPENED

V PARTIAL BI.DIRECTIONAL OPENINGT

T PARTIAL UNIDIRECTIONAL OPENING

# CHANGE OF SELECTION

The "STOP" position does not allow the tripping of the batteries in an emergency situation.
DOOR STOPPED SITUATION
Carry out following checks in case of stops or system malfunctions:
- Check that the automatic system is powered by the 230 V- mains voltage.
- Check the type of operating mode set via the selector.
- Check that the movement of the wings is not jammed by foreign objects.
- Check that the photocells are clean and that no objects are placed in between.
- Check that there are no continuous motion elements near the door which could affect the crossing detector.
If the system does not resume operation after all the aforementioned checks, call the Service Center.

RELEASE OPERATION
In case of an emergency, in order to open the jammed door, lower release lever @ and manually move the
wings to opening position.

AUTOMATIC ENTRANCE SPECIALISTS

DITEC S,p.A. Via Mons. Banti, 3
21042 CARON NO P.LLA (VA) ITALY
tel. 02/963911 "fax. 0219650314 .,.,

SERVICE CENTRE

Porte pedonali automatiche
Pedestrian automatic doors


